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Future Loops is proud to release a massive dance title "The Loops Of 

Fury - Electro Meets Rave" from the fast rising electro & techno driven 

London duo !

The Loops Of Fury have been obsessed with rave since their 

childhood years. With support from nearly the entire spectrum of 

electronic music ( 2ManyDJs , Erol Alkan , Knife Party , Tiesto or 

even Jay-Z ) they have been dominating the scene since their 

underground rave anthem "I Need" blew up in 2011.

With numerous remixes and work with artists such as Moby, Steve 

Aoki, Felix Carta, Sound Of Stereo and multiple spins on BBC Radio 

1's Essential Mix, The Loops Of Fury's tracks and remixes constantly 

hit the top 10's, staying in the charts for months on end.

"The Loops Of Fury - Electro Meets Rave" brings you the duo's 

signature sound all100% Royalty-Free and perfect to mix infected 

techno and rave tracks that will stand out and make the dance floor 

burst into flames!

"The Loops Of Fury - Electro Meets Rave" features a wide variety of 

inspirational sounds that you can mix, edit mash and reshape as you 

please: fierce drum loops , menacing synths , electrifying chords , 

rave stabs and pads, contagious bass lines, acid patterns , riser FX & 

builders and 100's of drums and synth One-Shots so you can program 

your own beats and grooves from the ground up!
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This sample pack is a must-have tool that will inject some fury into 

your productions and can adapt to multiple purposes and genres from 

Rave or Techno to Electro or even Breaks!

Here's what's inside "The Loops Of Fury - Electro Meets Rave":

346 Loops

Synth

Pads

Chords

Bass

Drum Loops

Builders & FX

329 One Shots

Percussion

Kicks

Hats

Claps

Synth

Stabs

Snares


